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Berenberg Macro Flash 

A mix of new and old global risks are causing major wobbles in equity markets. The risks are serious, but most 

have some have positive side-effects, or are self-mitigating: 

 

• The relentless oil price drop oil price drop oil price drop oil price drop continues. WTI fell to $55 yesterday, Brent crude in euros to blow €50. While 

ultimately positive for consumers and most companies, the sudden drop can cause some adjustment pain for 

oil producers and their lenders. At the margin, much lower headline inflation could also undermine inflation 

expectations in the Eurozone. Eurozone inflation could drop by more than another percentage point by early 

2015 just on the energy component (see Chart 1). 

• RussiaRussiaRussiaRussia’s central bank has warned that the economy would contract by 4.5-4.7% next year if the oil price stays 

at $60, with inflation reaching double figures. It hiked its benchmark rate from 10.5% to 17% to defend the col-

lapsing rouble exchange rate, which will add to Russia’s economic woes. 

• China slowdownChina slowdownChina slowdownChina slowdown: The HSBC manufacturing PMI fell to 49.5 in December. The drop from 50.0 in November 

was deeper than consensus expected. Its oscillations are small, but the December reading was the lowest 

since May, showing that the spring stimulus is wearing off. The data also suggests that industrial output 

growth might slow further after the drop from 7.7% yoy in October to 7.2% yoy in November. Year-to-date 

growth rates are at their lowest since the global financial crisis in 2008. 

• Greek electionsGreek electionsGreek electionsGreek elections: the presidential elections begin with the first round tomorrow and will probably culminate 

in a crunch third round vote on 29 December. If the government fails to muster the majority of 180 votes nec-

essary in that crucial round, snap elections could be held as early as 25 January, with the radical left opposi-

tion party Syriza leading in the polls by up to 10 percentage points over the ruling conservatives. Despite a 

sell-off in Greek assets and national and international warnings of looming economic disaster if Syriza came 

to power in early elections, so far the small opposition parties, whose support the government needs, have 

not budged. 

• US Fed rate hikeUS Fed rate hikeUS Fed rate hikeUS Fed rate hike: ahead of the Fed’s final meeting this year, evidence that the US economy had a very strong 

end of the year and that slack in the economy is eroding at a very fast pace is mounting. After the blockbuster 

non-farm payrolls for November, industrial production surged by 1.1% mom in the same month, taking capac-

ity utilisation above 80% for the first since March 2008 (see Chart 2). That takes it within a whisker of pre-

crisis levels and thus higher inflationary pressures. Together with the unemployment approaching pre-crisis 

levels rapidly, the pressure on the Fed to begin hiking rates next year is rising. 

 

The news is by no means all bad.The news is by no means all bad.The news is by no means all bad.The news is by no means all bad. The lower oil price works like a big tax cutbig tax cutbig tax cutbig tax cut, financed by Russia and the oil 

producers, for consumers and companies across the world. In the Eurozone, a further decline in headline infla-

tion due to the oil price fall gives the ECB more room to ease policy. Russia’sRussia’sRussia’sRussia’s economic woes might put a more 

lasting solution for Eastern Ukraine within reach. ChinaChinaChinaChina has dealt with slowdowns many times by stimulating the 

economy, for which the inflation-reducing lower oil price gives additional scope. The market reaction to Greece’sGreece’sGreece’sGreece’s 

political troubles is a healthy warning to politicians there, while the mere existence of the well-oiled EurozoneEurozoneEurozoneEurozone 

rescue machinery has successfully shielded Italy and other vulnerable member states from Greek contagion so 

far. Finally, low and falling headline inflation gives the Fed enough room to commence the inevitable rate hikes 

gradually and in the least-damaging fashion possible. The rude health of the US private sector, supported by the 

fall in the oil price, suggests that the US economy should be able to deal with gradual rate hikes in H2 2015. 

 

Chart 1: Oil price to cut Eurozone inflation sharply Chart 2: US capacity utilisation reaching pre-crisis levels 
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Change in oil price (Brent crude), yoy, in €, 1m forward. Energy contribution 

to yoy inflation (rhs). Sources: Factset, ECB 

In %. Source: Federal Reserve 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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